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July Chapter Meeting

In this Issue

Matt gave a very nice presentation on the features of
the Foreflight App. He noted some of the weather information can only be obtained via the internet. Radar
weather can also be obtained via a portable or in panel
GPS ADS-B. See article in this newsletter
Tom Presented Mark and Eddie their EAA Ray Aviation
Scholarship shirts. Mark and Eddie talked about their
aviation flight experiences. Mark Luchsinger soloed on
July 14th and will be taking his FAA Written exam in August. Eddie Ranieri is preparing for his cross country.

•

July Chapter Meeting

•

Foreflight Presentation

•

Electric Battery Updates

•

August Fly Out

•

Calendar of Events

•

Volunteers Wanted Dead or Alive

Paul cooked the brats and hamburgers and hosted Raffle items supplied by Rob Nelson.

Clouds provided by Bud Herod
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Matt Van Bergen did a presentation on using Foreflight for pre-flight, in flight and post
flight support. Foreflight is a mobile application that only supports Apple iOS devices.
Matt spent much of the time talking about using Foreflight to prepare for a cross country
flight (VFR or IFR). Foreflight is powerful as it brings together many of the resources into
a single resource. For example you can get a full weather briefing in a human readable
format much like you would get by calling a weather briefer. Even better, it also logs the
fact that you got a weather briefing which is always a good thing if you should run into an
issue in flight with weather, NOTAMs, etc.
Here are some highlights from the presentation:
1. Weather charts: Foreflight brings in many of the charts that you might otherwise
get from aviationweather.gov.

2. Airport Information: Foreflight offers everything you would ever need to know for
an airport including access to the AF/D directly within the app.
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Foreflight Presentation (continued)
3. Route Profile View: You can see at a glance at the profile view of your route for any terrain and airspace that you will travel through/over during your flight.

4.IFR Approach and Plates: You can select your expected approach and add the plate to
the chart (moving map) and it even adheres to the scale. This way you can visually see

the routing of the approach in real-time.
5. 3D View of Airport Runway System: If you are flying into a new airport, it is nice to
view what you might see while you are on final or departure. Foreflight offers an interac-
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Foreflight Presentation (continued)
Foreflight has a ton of features. This is only a quick summary of what was covered at our
chapter meeting. If anyone has any direct questions about Foreflight, please feel free to
give Matt Van Bergen a shout at mvanbergen@Gmail.com. If there is interest, he would be
happy to do a follow-up session at a future meeting that is in more of a Q&A format if that
would be helpful. Let Matt know if this would be of interest.

Matt Van Bergen
August Fly Out

Fly Out to Baraboo Wisc. Dells
DLL Airport On Saturday August 22nd is pending Restaurant location. Casino Restaurant is closed. Will keep you
posted via email and website.
Paul Ranieri will be point of
contact for those flying and
seats available.

Electric Battery Updates
Maxwell Batteries Ultracapacitor storage was purchased by Tesla in 2019. Termed the
Roadrunner Battery. Supposition they will be built at their new under construction Tesla facility near Austin Tx. Tera Factory will be considerably larger than their existing Giga factory. Existing work is being performed by Tesla near its Freemont, Ca. facility. Advantages,
lower cost, longer life, greater capacity and quicker charge time. Possible Maxwell batteries may be K2 series 2.7V, 2.85V or 3V Ultra capacitor for hybrid vehicles or buses.
Sept 22nd battery Day for Tesla’s Official announcement and video. Challenge to solid state
batteries, Anode free. The Elon Musk ideal breakthrough for aviation is 400Kwh/kg.

Uber per AOPA has been the great motivator and cash cow for electric air mobility and is
shooting for 900Kwh/kg. Refer to August AOPA article.
Korean Institute of technology researched the Lithium Sulfur LIS or LSB designated battery
which approaches 2,600 Kwh/Kg or 10 X existing technologies with 2000 cycles.
Graphene Batteries are under license, development and prototype introduction.
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Chapter Photographer
Assistant and/or Newsletter Editor
Chapter 2021 Board Volunteers
Members Flying Destinations
Newsletter Articles

Calendar of Events
•

August 4th Board Meeting

•

No Young Eagles events through September

•

Annual Pancake Breakfast Cancelled due to COVID concerns

•

August 22nd Fly Out Baraboo Wis. Or TBD Restaurant pending

•

August 25th Chapter Meeting –Aircraft Air Conditioning

•

Sept– 22nd Chapter Meeting IMC

•

October 27th Chapter Meeting -Nazis in Denmark

•

November 24th Board Elections for 2021 and New MS Sim information

•

December 22nd Christmas Party at Paul's house Pick up your new Directory

•

Check the Chapter Website “http://www.790.eaachapter.org/”
for any additional details and a list of local chapter events in the area
“I fly because it releases my mind from the tyranny of petty
things”. Antoine de Saint-Exupery
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